Distance: Effect sizes for the 11 hours beginning with the Attack, Continuing to the end of the GMT day

Effect vs Dist, Stouffer Z, Full Day, Sept 11
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Distance: Effect Sizes for 4 hours and 10 minutes,
The Formal Prediction Period Beginning at 08:35 EDT

Effect vs Distance, Stouffer Z, Formal, Sept 11
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Increasing Distance from NYC
Distance: Effect Sizes Calculated for the Device Variance
During 20 Hours Beginning at 00:00 on Sept 11th, EDT

Effect Size vs Distance, Variance, Sept 11 2001

Increasing Distance from NYC
Distance: Effect Sizes from Dean Radin’s Estimates Based on a Smoothed Variance Measure

September 11 2001
Effect Size as a function of Distance

Calculations, Dean Radin
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Increasing Distance
Categories: Effect Sizes for Major Subgroups of the GCP
Database: Four and a Half Years, 132 Formal Predictions

GCP Effect Size by Event Category

Category
- Celebration
- Spiritual Event
- Terror Attack
- War Acts
- Crash Accident
- Misc Natural
- Sport Event
- Misc Human
- Meditation
- Natural Disaster
- Political Event
- Composite Effect
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Categories: Dean Radin, Effect Sizes for Assigned Subsets of Event Database